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Health and Safety procedures and documentations are one of the many tasks that need
to be done by a small retail shop, they are also one of the most difficult things to manage daily
as all those can build up during the day/week. Inside Health and Safety there are many
subcategories that need to be administered (maintenances, trainings and checklists for example)
which can be very overwhelming for any management team notably in small retail shops as
they do not have the permanent personnel to be able to maintain an organised system. .
This project aims to create a management software to assist a business to conduct all
those procedures in an easier and more efficient manner.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.0 Health and Safety Control System
The legislation concerning Health and Safety (H&S) in the workplace has evolved
along the years. It is imperative that the business owners take all necessary measures to keep
the health and safety of their employees as well as their customers or any person that may be
affected by their work activities. The government agencies responsible for policing H&S have
been developing and improving the best practices, tools and standards that companies must
adopt according to their necessity and specialty, also which customized trainings their
employees must take, so that the companies may control workplace hazards providing a safe
environment to their employees and customers. As Fitzgerald (2015) states:

Since 1989, the fatal workplace accident rate has fallen from around 6 per 100,000 to about 2.5,
a testament to the efforts of the Health and Safety Authority, and to a greater sense of awareness
and education within workplaces.

Although every business must abide by the H&S legislation, it is clear that a great
number of companies still underestimate the value of an effective H&S management.
According to Coleman (2018) 137 workers died in the workplace in 2017, the number of
injuries to employees reported totalled 70,116 and the number of working days lost due to
work-related illness and workplace injury were 31.2m. The numbers show us how much H&S
is undervalued or overlooked. Furthermore, not failing to mention the loss of profits due to
indirect costs because of poor H&S procedures. The indirect costs may include, but not limited
to time away from the job not paid by the insurance, damaged equipment or properties involved
in the accident, medical bills paid by the employer, legal fees with prosecution fines due to
enforcement action, increase in insurance premium, cost of hiring and training new staff or
6

recruiting temporary agency staff as a result of employee absenteeism, damage to the
companies public image, loss of customers due to negative publicity. (OHS, 2008)
There is clear evidence that H&R management contributes to overall business success.
It protects the employers and their staff from injury and illness that may occur due to activities
in the workplace. It reduces absences as work-related illness and injuries are diminished. It
improves productivity as employer and employees work in a safe environment. It saves money
with a low absenteeism rate and turnover as the company will not be spending on recruitment
processes and training to new employees. Also, it prevents business owners from being
prosecuted due to the occurrence of accidents in the business premises causing damage to their
brand and reputation as well as losses with increased insurance premiums or compensation
claims.
According to Citizen Information the safety, health and welfare at work Act 2005 under
Section 8:
Employer’s duties
Under Section 8 of the Act the employer has a duty to ensure employee’s safety, health
and welfare at work as far as is reasonably practicable. To prevent workplace injuries and illhealth the employer is required, among other things, to:
• Provide and maintain a safe workplace which uses plant and equipment.
• Prevent risks from use of any article or substance and from exposure to physical agents,
noise, and vibration.
• Provide instruction and training to employees on health and safety.
• Provide protective clothing and equipment to employees.
• Appointing a competent person as the organization’s Safety Officer.
Employees’ duties
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The duties of employees while at work are set out in Section 13 of the Act. These
include the following:
• To take reasonable care to protect the health and safety of themselves and of other
people in the workplace.
• Not to engage in improper behaviour that will endanger themselves or others.
• Not to be under the influence of drink or drugs in the workplace.
• To undergo any reasonable medical or other assessment if requested to do so by the
employer.
• To report any defects in the place of work or equipment which might be a danger to
health a safety (Citizen Information, 2018).

Now that we have an idea of how important H&S management for business success is,
we may discuss the purpose of this project. One of our team members works for a private owner
who owns three units of the largest convenience retail groups in Ireland and the largest grocery
chain in the world well known as SPAR. It is a franchise that manages independently owned
food retail stores. Once a SPAR franchise is bought, the franchisee must abide by the standards
and certain controls set by the franchisor and by the local zoning rules, but how to manage and
keep the standards is totally up to the franchise owner. One of the standards, also legally
required, that the franchise owner must keep is a good H&S management. Currently all the
documentation related to the H&S is paper-based handled and a system is required to facilitate
their work. It will be discussed in more details below in the problem area and solution.
1.1 Problem Area
Although SPAR is a big company, its franchises are small convenience stores
independently managed by their private owner. Usually, the largest companies have a dedicated
8

department that handles Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Point (HACCP) responsible for
health and safety. There is a lot of paperwork that must be done and presented to the
government agency responsible for H&S. It needs people and time to keep everything well
controlled. This controlling may or may not cost a lot of money for a big company, but certainly
it is a lot of money for a small business. So, the franchisee must keep track of the H&S
documentation, but in a cost-effective way without a dedicated department.
There are many little details and procedures that the company need to comply with to
be able to keep high H&S standards but there are many other parts of the shop that too need to
be addressed such as sales, security, stock control and Human Resources which makes it a lot
difficult to be able to manage every single detail from all of these areas especially when most
of them are all done in paper.
According to the HSA (Health and Safety Authority, 2019) “The retail sector is
Ireland’s largest, employing more than 270,000 people. Hazards associated with a retail
environment are often thought to be low risk, but accidents remain common and can inflict
significant extra costs on a business”.
The legal requirement for employers to manage health and safety applies across the
retail sector, from large distribution centres to self-employed shopkeepers. As in any workplace
the hazards faced by employees must be identified, assessed and controlled. Every single place
must abide by these requirements and is no different for a small retail business and it needs to
be assessed by its own employees.
There are no digital H&S management systems now, all is written and controlled on
paper. Time management services and calendars (like Google Calendar) are good for your daily
life but not to manage a whole shop, principally when there are so many areas and procedures
to be reminded of every day/week/month. There are trainings that can be done online, but they
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are many and sourced from different websites and companies which becomes very complicated
to organise and make sure that all trainings are done.
1.2 Solution
One of our group members is an assistant manager in a Spar shop and is responsible for
the H&S of the shop. With these problem in mind we decided to design/create a program in
which makes it easier for the staff and management to keep track of all these H&S tasks that
need to be done. It will work as a task manager/schedule, in which we can control what has
been done and what needs to be done.
The system would include the main areas that need to be managed (trainings, checklists,
maintenance, daily tasks) as separate menus and each of them would have their own functions
and ways to be managed. An extra menu for reports would be created to gather all the
information from these main areas so the management team can customise and keep track of
the procedures.
At the end of the day/week/month the system would create a report with everything that
still needs to be done to comply with H&S standards that might have been forgotten or simply
needs to be reminded of it.
1.3 Project Goals
The main goal of the project is to create a retail H&S management system in the form
of a local desktop application that will be used commercially in a retail shop in Ireland, in
which it can be scalable for other shops. The system will help the management team and the
owner to keep track of the most important health and safety procedures that need to be assessed.
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1.4 Project Objectives
Milestones are needed so we can achieve the main goal of the project. Our project
objectives are:
-

Analyse the requirements.

-

Designing and planning of the desktop application.

-

Building the software prototype using Java (Main programming language),

Spring 5(Framework), JavaFX 2(GUI) and MySQL (Database).
1.5 Project Deliverables
This is what we will be delivering at the end of this project:
-

A prototype of the project.

-

Documentation for the development of the project.

-

User manual.

-

Screencast presentation of the program working.
1.6 Risk Assessment

According to Zolfaghari and Mousavi (2018, P.639) “Project risk management is an
essential activity that refers to identify and analyse potential risks to take precautionary
responses to mitigate their negative impacts or intensify their positive effects.”. Risk
assessment is essential for any project, and building a software is no different, meaning that we
need to plan for any risks that can occur during the planning and building of our software.
Barki, Rivard and Talbot (1993, p.204) states that: “The term risk is associated with
many human endeavours be it space exploration, nuclear reactor construction, company
acquisition, security evaluations of information systems, or information systems
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development.”. Which means that risk is in every project and it needs to be assessed from
smaller projects to big ones as space exploration.
For a successful project Lavanya and Malarvizhi (2008) suggests that a structured risk
assessment framework is in place which will help the way the team will handle the risks through
many different steps, from risk identification, to risk evaluation, risk handling and risk
controlling. There are many other guidelines between those, but this are the four most important
and general ones.
From here we will start assessing the potential risks to our project through these table:

No
.
1

Probability

Impact

Health
problems
in the
team.

Medium

High

2

Disagree
ment in
the team.

High

Mediu
m

3

Changes High
in the
project
requirem
ents.
Poor
High
communi
cation
within
the
group.
Change
Low
of
supervis
or.

4

5

Risk

Effect

Risk Reduction

It can cause
delays,
changes in the
requirements
of the project
or a member of
the team
leaving.
It can cause
delays and
changes in the
requirements
of the project.

If getting sick,
or in case
anything
happens
communicate to
the other team
members.

Mediu
m

Delay in the
project
deliverables.

Try to maintain
a stable idea.

Mediu
m

Mistakes in
research and
development.

Keep everyone
up to date on
everything we
do and how we
need to do it.

Improve the
communication in
the areas where the
mistake was made.

High

Delay in
development/r
esearch.

Make sure that
the supervisor is
the right one for
the project and

Look for another
supervisor with
CCT management.

Good
communication
between team
members.

Actions if it
happens
In case of health
emergencies:
Sharing of
responsibilities
between remaining
team members.

In case
disagreement
happens, the team
members need to
respectfully talk
and get to a middle
ground.
Fit changes in the
project and dissect
how it will affect
the project.
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6

Changes
in
deliverab
le dates.

Low

Mediu
m

7

Change
in the
H&S
related
laws.
Losing
documen
tation
due to
hardware
/software
failure
Shop
owner
disagreei
ng to the
project.

Low

High

High

High

Low

High

10

Users
mishandl
ing the
software.

High

Low

11

CAs in
excess.

High

Mediu
m

8

9

Delivering
earlier than
expected or
later than
expected.
Change in
procedures of
H&S.

Need to re-do
parts of the
project.

that everyone is
ok with it.
Keep the project
on development
in schedule.

Keep up to date
with H&S
related changes
in law.

Backing up all
documents
every time
anything is done
and uploading
and saving to
multiple places.
Project needs
Give updates to
to be cancelled the business
or modified.
owner and
maintaining
contact with him
throughout the
project
development.
Software
Make sure every
crashes/bugs/gl part of the
itches or
software is user
deletion.
friendly and
working
properly.
Delays in
Keep on time
development.
with all CA’s
deliverable dates
and do them in
advance.

Do extra hours or
extra work for the
respective cases.

Research how the
changes will affect
our project.

Use the backups
done to recover
work lost.

Modify our project
in a way we can
reuse assets and
research.

Identify if it is our
fault or user fault
and fix it.

Prioritise the one
that needs to be
done first and
complete it as soon
as possible.

Table 1 - Project Risk Assessment
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Chapter 2 – System Analysis

2.0 System Requirements
2.0.1 Security
- The system will need a login page to ensure that only authorized people can access the
information stored in it. The login would also control who is accessing, if it’s the owner,
the manager, assistant manager or supervisor. It would also set permissions for whoever
is accessing.
- If the login page is used, it would lead you to the Main Menu page.
2.0.2 Menu
- A menu with the most used pages of the system and maybe a summary of things that
need to be done.
- From the main Menu you can go to the secondary Menus through the click of an icon.
2.0.3 Secondary Menus
We still have not decided which are going to be the secondary Menus, but we can have
an idea. Some of them might become part of others and there might be new ones but for now
we will have:
•

Tasks

•

Maintenance

•

Checklists

•

Trainings

•

Reports

•

Configuration
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2.0.4 Tasks
- This would be a page that would do a summary of all the other pages, with everything
that needs to be done (current day, week and month) and that were already done (current
day, week, month and by date).
- It mainly would gather all data from the rest of the system and bring to this page as a
summary in topics, so we can see it clearly instead of going through all pages and
checking one by one.
- This page and the reports one would probably be the most important ones as it is the
main objective of the system. To gather all these things and put it clearly in a simpler
way.
2.0.5 Maintenance
- This page would involve the control of all maintenance done in the shop. From last time
done, next time it needs to be done, name of the company and if it was already paid or
not.
- Some of them are in automatic payment, and they are too far apart to check, so we end
up paying for something we are not receiving.
2.0.6 Checklists
- We have a LOT of checklists that need to be done around the shop, from fire safety, to
H&S, food safety etc.
- It is quite hard to keep track of all them as not everyone in the shop knows how to do
them and even where they are. Checklists can be daily, weekly or monthly, making it
even harder to remember all of them.
15

2.0.7 Trainings
- Trainings can be a nightmare to keep track of as staff changes constantly and there are
many trainings in different areas (Deli, Floor, Chemicals, Manual Handling, Machinery
etc).
- Trainings can be quick or can take up to 3 hours to be done, making it hard to keep
track of some of them, or to find a good moment to do them.
- Some of them have a higher priority, and not everyone needs the same trainings (deli
staff/floor staff/ management) making it even harder to have some control over it when
some of them are online and some of them are made in paper/person.
2.0.8 Reports
- The report menu would be similar to the tasks one, but it would be customisable to
choose only the areas that you want so you can print it or save as pdf.
- From this menu you can also set the reports that will be send to the email and when do
you want it to be sent.
2.0.9 Configuration
- The configurations page can serve for both configuring the system and preferences. An
example would be setting passwords and accounts and customising the interface.
2.1 Functionalities

2.1.0 Login
When the users start the application, two windows will open simultaneously. The main
menu and the login window. The user will have access to the application only if it gets passed
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the authentication. The password must match the minimum of eight characters, at least 1 upper
case, at least 1 lower case and at least one special character.

Flowchart login process

Figure 1 - Login flowchart

State diagram login process
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Figure 2 - Login state diagram

2.1.1 Add employee
The system must have an option that allows the manager/supervisor to add employees.
These employees will be added to each training that they must take while working in the
company. The employee must be composed of first name, last name, address, email, mobile,
telephone, city/county, and date of birth. All fields are required except telephone.

Flowchart add employee process
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Figure 3 - Add employee flowchart

State diagram add employee

Figure 4 - Add employee state diagram
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2.1.2 Update employee
There must be an option that allows the employee information to be updated. Update
flowchart for this process can be seen in figure 7.
State diagram update employee process

Figure 5 - Update employee state diagram

2.1.3 Delete employee
There must be an option to remove the employee from the system. Delete flowchart can
be seen in figure7.
State diagram delete employee process

Figure 6 - Delete employee state diagram
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Flowchart update and delete processes

Figure 7 - Update and delete employee flowchart
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2.1.4 Add task
There must be an option that allows the manager/supervisor to add a task in the system.
A task is something that might or might not happen in the store. For example, the coffee
machine is leaking water and one should call the maintenance to have a look at it. Once the
machine is fixed the task is marked as done. This is not something that has to be done every
day. There must be fields to enter the task description and select the date that the task should
be completed.
Flowchart add task process

Figure 8 - Add task flowchart

State diagram add task process

Figure 9 - Add task state diagram
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2.1.5 Update task
There must be an option to update the task. Once the task is completed, the
manager/supervisor will update the task checking it as done. There must be a field that will be
entered the action taken to solve the task. Flowchart for this process can be seen in figure 12.
State diagram update task process

Figure 10 - Update task state diagram

2.1.6 Delete task
The system must have an option to delete the task if it is required. Flowchart for this
process can be seen in figure 12.
State diagram delete task process

Figure 11 - Delete task state diagram
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Flowchart update and delete processes

Figure 12 - Update and delete task flowchart

2.1.7 Add checklist item
There must be an option to add items to the checklists in the system. There are a lot of
things that must be checked periodically. Some of them are required by law such as the fire
warden checklist that contains biweekly and monthly items to be checked such as the fire doors,
extinguishers, accessibility, etc. It must have fields to select the type of checklist, the frequency
that includes the options daily, weekly, biweekly, and monthly, and a field to enter the
description of the item.
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Flowchart add checklist item process

Figure 13 - Add checklist item flowchart

State diagram Add checklist item process

Figure 14 - Add checklist item state diagram
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2.1.8 Update checklist item
The system must have two options to update the checklist items in the system. The first
option is a window that only updates the status of the items from ‘pending’ to ‘done’. It will
facilitate the users to change the status of the items quickly. The second option will allow the
users to update the items in the system including the item description, frequency, date that the
item was checked and status.
Flowchart update item option 1

Figure 15 - Update checklist item flowchart
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Flowchart update item option 2

Figure 16 - Flowchart update checklist item option 2

State diagram update checklist item

Figure 17 - Update checklist item state diagram
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2.1.9 Delete checklist item
There must be an option to delete items from the checklists. The user must tick the
check box and delete the item. Flowchart for delete option is together with the flowchart for
update items since they operate in the same window.
State diagram delete checklist item process

Figure 18 - Delete checklist item

2.1.10 Add training
There must be an option to add training. There are a few training types that all the
employees must take. Some of them are required by law such as Manual Handling, Food
Safety, etc. The user must be provided with an option to select the training type and a field to
type the training description.
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Flowchart add training process

Figure 19 Add training flowchart

State diagram add training
Once the training object is created, the system automatically adds all the registered
employees to the training.

Figure 20 - Add training state diagram
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2.1.11 Update Training
The system must have one update feature that will allow the user to update the training
type and description, and another update feature that will allow the user to prompt an employee
and see all the training related to that employee. The user must be able to change the training
status from ‘pending’ to ‘done’ and enter the date that the training is updated.

Flowchart update/delete training I

Figure 21 Update delete training
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Flowchart update training II

Figure 22 - Employee training window

State diagram update training

Figure 23 - Update training state diagram

State diagram update employee’s training
31

Figure 24 - Update employee training state diagram

2.1.12 Delete training
There must be an option to delete a training from the training lists. When the training
is deleted it also must be deleted from the employee/training list.
State diagram delete training

Figure 25 Delete training state diagram
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2.1.13 Add maintenance item
The system must have an option to allow the user to add a maintenance item. The
company have some contractors that periodically go the store to render services such as fire
system inspection, among others. It must a have a field to enter the contractor name, description
of the service, last time that the service was rendered and the next time that the service must be
done.
Flowchart add contractor process

Figure 26 - Add contractor flowchart

State diagram add maintenance item

Figure 27 - Add contractor state diagram
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2.1.14 Update maintenance item
There must be an option to update the contractor details in the system. Update the
contractor name, service description, last and next service.
Flowchart update/delete maintenance item process

Figure 28 - Update/delete contractor flowchart

State diagram update maintenance item

Figure 29 - Update contractor state diagram
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2.1.15 Delete maintenance item
There must be an option in the system that allows the user to delete a contractor from
the system. Flowchart for this process can be seen in figure 28.
State diagram delete maintenance item

Figure 30 - Delete contractor state diagram

2.1.16 Generate task report
The system must have an option that generates a report of the tasks sorted by status
(pending, done, both).
Flowchart task report process

Figure 31 - Generate task report
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2.1.17 Generate checklist report
The system must generate a report of all checklist items by checklist type and
status. Also, generate a report with all checklist items that must be done in that day along with
all pending items from past days.
Flowchart checklist report process

Figure 32 - Generate checklist report flowchart

2.1.18 Generate training report
There must be an option to generate a training report that be sorted by employee,
training type and status.
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Flowchart training report process

Figure 33 - Generate training report flowchart

2.1.19 Generate maintenance report
There must be an option that allows the user to generate a maintenance report
sorted by all items, status, or next service.
Flowchart maintenance report process

Figure 34 - Generate maintenance report flowchart
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2.2 Overall Flowchart Diagram
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2.3 Use Case Scenarios

Use case scenarios and diagrams are used to understand what your application will
make and how the flow of the program would work. It is used to understand how the program
is supposed to be seen from the end user perspective. It is mostly used to summarize how the
program would work and what it is going to do. (Visual Paradigm, 2020).
2.3.0 Scenario I
A new staff starts to work on the shop and needs to be trained. The manager needs to
add a new staff to the training list and then print a report of all trainings needed for each staff,
including the new one so he/she can see who can be trained together. The process can be seen
in figure 35.

Figure 35 - Case scenario I
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2.3.1 Scenario II
A lamp broke in the café area and needs to be changed until next week but there is no
lamp available in the shop (needs to be ordered). The manager needs to enter this task into the
system so he/she can be remembered later as the shop is busy at the moment. Some other tasks
have been done meanwhile that weren’t completed in the system in which the manager can
mark as completed. The process can be seen in figure 36.

Figure 36 - Case scenario II

2.3.2 Scenario III
A report of everything that needs to be done for this week and month needs to be printed
at the end of every week automatically. It includes tasks, checklists, trainings, and maintenance.
The process can be seen in picture 37.
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Figure 37 - Case scenario III

2.3.3 Scenario IV
The system automatically was printing a report and uploading backup data to the cloud
every day. The manager does not think this is necessary and wants to change it. The manager
goes to the settings and change it for once a week. The process can be seen in picture 38.

Figure 38 - Use case scenario IV
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2.4 Sequence Diagram

Figure 39 - Sequence diagram

2.5 Activity Diagram

Figure 40 - Activity diagram
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2.6 Checklist State Diagram

Figure 41 - Checklist state diagram

2.7 Class Diagrams
Main class
This is the main class of the project that runs the application. It extends Application that
is the entry point of the application in JavaFX.

Figure 42 - Main class
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Employee class / Enum
It is the Employee class that allows the creation of an employee object

Figure 43 - Employee package

Task class
Task class is the blueprint for the creation of a task object.

Figure 44 - Task package
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Maintenance class
Maintenance class is the blueprint for a maintenance object.

Figure 45 - Maintenance package

Views class
Views class is a final class with private constructor. It is used as constants that provides
a path to the fxml files. In case that the paths to the files change, it will not be necessary going
through the whole code, all the paths are in this class.

Figure 46 - View class
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Administrator/Validation classes
Administrator class is the blueprint for the administrator object that holds the login and
password to access the system. Validation class is a final with private constructor. This class
provides validation for the user’s inputs.

Figure 47 Administrator and Validation classes

Training classes
Inside this package there are five classes. TrainingSuperClass is an abstract class that
holds all necessary common instances variables and methods for HSETraining,
SeaChangeTraining and VirtualAcademyTraining classes. TrainingFactory is the class
responsible for the creation of a training object.

Figure 48 Training package
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Checklist classes/Enums
There are seven classes and two Enums in this package. ChecklistSuperClass holds all
necessary instances variables and methods for its child classes. ChecklistFactory class is
responsible for the creation of a checklist object.

Figure 49 - Checklist package

Login controller class
LoginController class processes the login inputs from the user with the validation logic
and determines if the user will be authenticated or not. It interacts with Dao class responsible
for the interaction with the database.

Figure 50 - Login controller class
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Register employee controller class
RegisterFormController is the controller responsible for the creation of an employee
object. It validates the user inputs and save the object to the database through the Dao class.

Figure 51 - Register employee class

Employee manager class
EmployeeAdministratorController is the controller responsible for deletion of an
employee object. It fills up the table view with employee objects from the database through the
Dao class.

Figure 52 - Employee manager controller class
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Update employee class
UpdateEmployeeController is responsible for the updates of an employee object. It
interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 53 - Update employee controller

Add checklist item class
AddChecklistController class is responsible for processing inputs and creating a
checklist object.

Figure 54 - Add checklist controller
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Checklist manager class
ChecklistManagerController is responsible for update the status of a checklist object. It
changes the status of a checklist item from ‘pending’ to ‘done’. It interacts with Dao class that
is the bridge to the database.

Figure 55 - Checklist manager controller

Checklist manager class II
TaskAdministratorController is responsible for the deletion of a checklist object. This
class fills up the table view with all checklist objects stored in the database.

Figure 56 - Checklist manager
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Update checklist items
UpdateItemChecklistController is responsible for the updates of a checklist object. It
processes the inputs and interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 57 - Update checklist item controller

Add task class
AddTaskController is responsible for processing inputs for the creation of a task object.
It interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 58 - Add task controller class
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Task manager
TaskTableController is responsible for the deletion of a task object. Also, it fills up the
table view with all task objects stored in the database. It interacts with the database through the
Dao class.

Figure 59 - Task manager controller class

Update task
UpdateTaskController is responsible for the updates of a task object. It interacts with
the database through the Dao class.

Figure 60 - Update task controller class
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Add training
AddTrainingController is responsible for processing inputs for the creation of a training
object. It interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 61 - Add training controller class

Training manager
TrainingAdministratorController is responsible for filling up the table view with
training objects and deletion. It interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 62 - Training manager controller class
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Update training
UpdateTrainingController is responsible for the updates of a training object. It interacts
with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 63 - Update training controller class

Employee training
EmployeeHSECompositeID,

EmployeeSeaChangeCompositeID

and

EmployeeVirtualAcademyCompositeID classes take an employee object and a training object
and create a composite primary key using Hibernate annotation. EmployeeHSE,
EmployeeSeaChange and EmployeeVirtualAcademy classes take the primary key and save the
object in the database in a join operation using Hibernate annotation.
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Figure 64 - Training package

Employee/training manager
EmployeeTrainingController is responsible for filling up a table view with employee
object and all training objects this employee is in it. This controller is also responsible for the
update of the status of the training from ‘pending’ to ‘done’ and vice-versa.

Figure 65 - Employee training controller class
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Add maintenance item
AddMaintenanceController is responsible for the creation of maintenance object and
save it in the database through the Dao class.

Figure 66 - Add contractor controller class

Maintenance manager
MaintenanceTableController is responsible for filling up the table view with
maintenance objects stored in the database and for the deletion of a maintenance object.

Figure 67 - Maintenance manager controller
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Update maintenance item
UpdateContractorController is responsible for the updates of a maintenance object. It
interacts with the database through the Dao class.

Figure 68 - Update contractor controller class

Report/Database
Report package is responsible for the creation of pdf report and dao package stores the
singleton pattern database class.

Figure 69 - Report package/ Database package
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Report option
ReportOptionController processes the user input about which report it wants to generate
redirects to the responsible class.

Figure 70 - Report shortcut controller class

Maintenance report
MaintenanceReportController is responsible for processing the user input and generate
a custom report according to the needs of the user.

Figure 71 - Maintenance report controller class
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Checklist report
ChecklistReportController is responsible for processing the user input and generate a
custom report according to the needs of the user.

Figure 72 - Checklist report controller

Task report
TaskReportController is responsible for processing the user input and generate a
custom report according to the needs of the user.

Figure 73 - Task report controller
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Training report
TrainingReportController is responsible for processing the user input and generate a
custom report according to the needs of the user.

Overall class diagram
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Figure 74 - Overall class diagram
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Chapter 3 – System Design

3.0 GUI Design and functionalities
The application relies heavily on a user-friendly GUI making the design of it an
important part of the development of the project. The user interface needs to be done in a way
where the user can easily navigate and understand what he is doing and what he wants and
needs to do. We as the developers know what it is doing and what it is supposed to do but for
the user it might not be as obvious as it is to us.
We need to follow best practices on the way we build the interface. Keeping it simple
and clean is a good way to not make the user feel overwhelmed and get confused on where he
needs to click on. Creating a consistent interface is a great way to make the user comfortable
when using it, especially on creating patterns to help make it obvious. Using colours and light
to catch the user’s attention to certain places helps on the navigation. Also communicating to
the user if there are any errors, changes or problems. (Usability.gov, 2020).
We started our project mainly on the GUI design as we needed to know not only what
we needed but how we needed it to be done, as said before the application relies heavily on
how the user will interact with it. We did a few drawing on how it was supposed to look like
so we could have an idea of where to start.
Drawing of how the User Interface is supposed to look like:
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Figure 77 User interface main menu

Figure 76 - User interface training menu

Figure 75 - Report menu
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Figure 78 - Checklist menu

We started working with the skeleton of the program and its functionalities, we tried to
implement the basic functionalities first like adding staff to the program, training types,
checklists and made some generic names so we could test it.
Employee Registration Form:

Figure 79 - Employee registration form
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Administrator Tab:

Figure 80 - Administrator tab

Add a new Checklist Form:

Figure 81 - Add checklist form
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Add a new training form:

Figure 82 - Add training form

We had to change a few functionalities, for example the checklist became an only a
table where you can mark it as done or not done and it will reset depending on its frequency.
A new contractor tab was added, and a managing window was created where you can check
every training, tasks, staff and contractors that you have, update them or delete them. Trainings
were added to the employees, so you can add trainings to them.
A menu was created so the user can have shortcuts to the managing tables of all
functionalities, icons were also added as they make it easier to identify the buttons and what
they do. The reports were not working on our first basic functionalities, now for the tasks we
can create a report of what is pending, done or all of them. You can also modify if tasks were
done and what the action taken was, this all show up on the report.
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System Menu:

Figure 83 - Main menu

Employee Administrator Tab:

Figure 84 - Employee manager
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Training Administrator Table:

Figure 85 - Training manager window

Employee/Training Administrator Tab:

Figure 86 - Employee/training window

Simple Reports Tab:
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Figure 87 - Report generator

The checklist functionalities were not working the way we wanted, so we had to change
for a table where you can just mark if it was done or not and it would reset accordingly to its
frequency. We also added a login screen so no one that should not have access to the program
can access it. Reports are working for all functionalities now too (Tasks, Checklists,
Maintenance and Trainings).
Login Screen:

Figure 88 - Login entry
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3.1 Data Design
The database which was chosen for this project is MySQL. Although MySQL is a
relational database, for this project this database will be treated as object-oriented using
Hibernate. Most table will not have a relationship with other tables.
3.1.0 Conceptual Model
It is a simple representation of how the database should support the business needs. It
is a concept of how the schema should be.
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3.1.1 Physical Model
It is how the database schema must be to accommodate the application’s needs. It shows
the primary and foreign keys, the variables type and lengths. All primary keys must be auto
incremented.
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Chapter 4 – Implementation of the System

4.0 Technologies
Visual Paradigm - The visual paradigm is a powerful and mostly free cross-platform tool we
will be using for UML modelling, manage development processes like USE CASES, database
design and maybe code generation.
Eclipse –We used this IDE for programming in Java as we are more familiar with it and it
provided us with a library that has a huge scope of plug-ins needed for developing the
application.
JavaFX 2 – The reason why we used JavaFX 2 is that it provided us with some advantages
over using only swing for GUI for java and here is why:
1- Being able to implement CSS style on JavaFX.
2- JavaFX has 2D chart as built-in data visualization.
3- JavaFX supports Java Lambda expressions in action-triggering events unlike
Swing. Using Lambda expressions, JavaFX promotes code readability and just
needs fewer lines of code than Swing.
4- JavaFX makes programmer`s life easier by offering JavaFX scene builder which
programmers can create GUI controls like buttons or windows via drag and drop.
(Oracle, 2013).
Spring framework 5 – Spring framework is one of the most popular frameworks to build java
applications and has a lot of pros:
-

Lightweight - It doesn’t have to receive any extra interface. In fact, the basic

version is around 2 megabytes.
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-

Well-designed – It’s very easy to configure, as its very efficient it can be a great

substitute for other frameworks.
-

Integration – Very compatible with other frameworks in case you need it.

In general Spring framework is developer friendly as its organized, lightweight and
easily testable and due to its capability for adopting changes it gets better day by day which
enhances the development process and assists developers for rapid development. (Tutorial
Point, 2019)
MySQL/phpMyAdmin/Hibernate – After a research on what kind of DBMS to use we
decided to use an OODBMS (Object Oriented Database Management System) which was
encouraged by our project supervisor. The main reason of the use of an OODBMS for our
project is its consistency, data independency, secure, controlled and extensible data
management services to support the object-oriented model where data is stored in form of
object, as used in object-oriented programming.
Different from a relational database the OODBMS has the system generated OID or
object identifier that is immutable and should not change which avoid the problem faced on
relational database where users have to make sure two record do not have the same primary
key.
Also the OODBMS supports the hold of complex data and application which is not
possible in the other database models. The navigational access and concurrency control are
improved by the programmability and performance of the OODBMS. (Academia, 2019).
In terms of which OODBMS to use, after research it was clear that for starting, Versant
would be the best option. Pronschinske, M (2010) says VOD (Versant object database) uses
many concepts on the queries found in the ORM (object relational mapping) which someway
is similar to the queries in relational database management systems which we are familiarized
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with. Although that was the chosen at first, we found it too confusing as we were not a hundred
per cent sure on how to design an OODBMS and never used one.
In the end during our development cycle, we ended up deciding that we would use
MySQL as we studied it during many semesters, and we were a lot more familiar with it and
we ended up using Hibernate ORM (Object/Relational Mapping Framework) to map our
relational model to an object oriented database. Hibernate is helpful to maintain data
persistence from object-oriented models, it offers a scalable architecture, highly customizable
and has great performance (Hibernate, 2020).
4.1 Implementation of the System
The first step to implement the system was to create a Maven project. As it had been
previously decided to use JavaFX, MySQL and Hibernate, it would be necessary to use a few
external libraries. It could be accomplished either by downloading all the necessary libraries or
use Maven to do all the work. The team decided to go with Maven, so it was searched and
added all the dependencies that would be necessary for this project.
The dependencies below are necessary to create the graphical user interface (GUI)
using JavaFX.

Figure 89 - JavaFX dependencies
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As part of the encapsulation process, instances variables are declared as private, so it is
necessary to create access to them out of the class where they reside in using setters and getters.
It generates a lot of boilerplate code. So, to eliminate a lot of work and lines of code, the Project
Lombok dependency was added. Lombok allows the use of setters and getters without writing
the code for each variable. Instead @Setter and @Getter annotations are added at the top of the
class or the instance variables.

Figure 90 - Lombok and Hibernate annotations

Figure 91 - Lombok dependency

To allow java to make use of annotations, Javax annotation dependency was added.

Figure 92 - Javax Annotation dependency

MySQL database was chosen for this project. To make it work with Java it was
necessary to add the dependency.
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Figure 93 - MySQL dependency

To make the MySQL connection with Java it was necessary to add the Hibernate
dependency.

Figure 94 - Hibernate dependency

All the GUI was created using Scene Builder that is a tool that allows to easily create
components. There is no need to code manually. Scene Builder allows to drag and drop
components wherever the developer wants it. Although it is needed previous knowledge of
Java Swing to work with this tool.

Scene Builder

Figure 95 - Scene Builder interface
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To use Scene Builder with Eclipse IDE, it was necessary to add the dependency below.

Figure 96 - Eclipse JDT dependency

The project is structured based on the Model View Controller (MVC) software design
pattern. The project has a package named model that holds other sub-packages which hold the
interfaces, Enums, abstract and non-abstract classes responsible for the logic of the software.
Inside the package resources there is a folder named view which stores all the FXML files that
are used to render the graphics. The package controller holds all the controller classes
responsible for processing input data, executing the application logic and determining the view
to the user. All the FXML files were generated automatically by Scene Builder. Every FXML
file has its controller, the main reason is to avoid extensive controller classes with a lot of lines
of code. This way is better to keep the code organized and manageable.
All the GUI control components were created based on the Spar documentation and
what was designed by Henrique who is one of the team’s member and works for Spar which
is where this application will be used.
The purpose of the application is to save time. So, the graphical user interface had to
be very friendly and easy to interact. At the coding time some changes had to be done to achieve
the application purpose. Some of the layouts in the design was a little confusing. The layouts
were adjusted and changed a few times until the team agreed with the final result.
The class structures follow exactly as in the class diagrams in the system analysis
chapter. All employees when starting to work in the company they must take trainings that are
separated in three categories, SeaChange, HSE and Virtual Academy. From the code
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perspective they are treated as three different objects with similar attributes. A super class is
created with all common attributes and these training objects share these attributes as they
became children of the super class. The same structure is used with the checklist objects that
are separated in six categories. All share attributes from their parent class. We made the best
use of inheritance principles to keep the code shorter and more readable.
Other feature of the application is to generate pdf reports. To accomplish it some
external libraries are required.

Figure 97 - Jasper report dependencies

Jasper report is a platform for designing and delivering custom reports. Jaspersoft offers
a plugin that makes possible to use the jasper tools inside the Eclipse IDE. Jasper generates a
JRXML file that can be compiled to Jasper extension and be available for the Java application.
The tool was used to design four custom reports. One for the task object, the second one for
the training objects, the third one for the checklist objects and the fourth for the maintenance
objects.
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Jasper plugin

Figure 98 - Jasper Eclipse plugin

MySQL is a relational Database, but for the project we decided to use an ObjectOriented Database (OODB). We had to use the Hibernate framework that provides mapping
from object-oriented model to a relational database and vice-versa. Instead of saving the
attributes separately as it would be with JDBC, the Hibernate allows to save them as an object.
There are a few relations between tables that were necessary for the training section. There is
an employee object and a training object that are totally different objects in different tables. As
each employee must take all the registered training, it was necessary to create a relational table
between them. This table takes the employee id primary key with the training id primary key,
a status attribute to check if the employee has finished the training and a date attribute to
register when the training was finished. With this table is possible to control all the training.
This was accomplished using Hibernate that provides a join table annotation as it is shown
below.
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Figure 99 - Hibernate join tables annotation

If a training object or an employee object is deleted from the database, automatically the
employee object and training object is deleted from the relational table. Hibernate provides this
flexibility.
To create a more friendly user interface, we decided to add icons to the buttons
improving the application visual. It was only possible after adding the dependencies below that
adds icon libraries to the Scene Builder

Figure 100 - FontAwesome dependencies

There were a few changes in the interfaces design in comparison to the had in the
design. They were necessary changes to improve the visual and make the application more
friendly to the user.
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4.2 Design Patterns
4.2.0 Singleton pattern
The class responsible for the communication with the database was structured using the
Singleton pattern. The main reason is that there was no reason to have more than one instance
of this class. In the project, an instance of this class is created when the application is started
and then it is used the same object with different reference variables as long as the application
is running. The singleton pattern guarantees that only one object with a global access point can
be created in a given instance of time (Debnath, 2019).
The singleton object dies when the application is ended, then the connection with the
database is ended as well. It prevents the application from having multiple connections opened
while the application is running.
4.2.1 Factory pattern
According to Pankaj (n.d), The factory design pattern is used when we have a superclass
with multiple sub-classes and based on input, we need to return one of the sub-class.
In the checklist package there is a super class with six child classes. They all share the
same attributes from their super class. When creating a checklist object, the user selects which
object it wants to add to that checklist. Also, there is a Factory class inside the package that
creates one object of the six child classes according to the user input. Inside package training
there is a training super class with three child classes. Also, there is a Factory class that handles
the creation of a training object according to the user input.
4.2.2 Data access pattern (DAO)

According to Shubham (n.d), DAO is used to separate the data persistence logic in a
separate layer. The application layer does not know how the low-level operations to access the
database is done.
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DAO pattern was implemented in this project. There is only one class that interacts
directly with the database named DataSource and a DAO class that allows the controller classes
to interact with the database indirectly through it. It works as a bridge between the controllers
and the DataSource class. It isolates the complexities of database operations from the
application logic.
4.3 Problems Encountered
The first problem encountered was to initialize the application from the main class. To
use the JavaFX, the main class must extend javafx.application.Application, and it seems that
the JavaFX platform must be available as a module and not as a jar file. Every time we ran the
main class, we got the Error: JavaFX runtime components are missing and are required to run
this application. While searching a way to fix the problem we found an easy fix that solved this
problem. We had to add another main class that did not extend javafx.application.Application
and call the main class that extends application from it.
The second problem was the lack of knowledge with tools that we had not used. It was
the first time we ever used Scene Builder, so we had to learn how to work with it. The same
with Jasper report tool. Although we had some basic knowledge to work with Hibernate, we
had a lot of trouble trying to join tables with it. All solved searching, learning, and applying.
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Chapter 5 – Testing and Evaluation

5.0 Functional correctness and Usability
5.0.0 Functionalities:
After all the main functionalities were incorporated in the application, we tested the
program to see if there are any crashes, bugs, glitches or if any of the functionalities are not
doing what they are supposed to do.
This is the list of what should be working in the system:
Login screen with user login and password. Validation should only who has an account
log in in the system.
There should be a main menu with shortcuts to chosen main functionalities:
- Employee Manager Table.
- Checklist Manager Table.
- Training/Employee Manager Table.
- Task Manager Table.
- Maintenance Manager Table.
- Fast Report Selector, to check any of the pending trainings, checklists, tasks and
maintenances.
There are 7 menu/tabs for the management of each area that we separated (Employees,
Checklists, Trainings, Tasks, Maintenance and Reports plus the Menu).
Administrator Tab:
- Add Employee: Adds an employee to the system with personal info.
- Employee Manager: You can update already registered employees or delete them from
the system.
- Change Password: You can change the password of the user login.
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Checklist Tab:
- Add Checklist: Add a checklist to the system. Every checklist has a frequency which
are used in the “Update Status” to reset them every time this frequency has finished.
- Update Status: Here you can update if the checklist was done or not, checklists that
its frequency time has finished (daily, weekly, monthly) will reset and show up back
again in this table.
- Checklist Manager: Here you can delete checklists or update their names and
information.
Training Tab:
- Add Training: Here you can add new trainings to the system, every training fit one of
these 3 categories: SeaChange, Virtual Academy or HSE.
- Training Manager: In this table you can change the training info or delete old trainings.
- Employee/Training: This is where both training and employee are added together.
Whenever a new training is created, all employees inherit that training as everyone
needs to do them. So here you can select an employee and check which trainings are
pending and which ones are done. You can also change if a training was done by the
employee or not and insert the date it was done.
Maintenance Tab:
- Add Contractor: Adds a contractor to the system.
- Contractor Manager: In this table you can edit the contractors, when the last
maintenance was done and when the next should be. Whenever a maintenance passes
its due date, it gives the user a warning and shows in pending maintenance reports.
Reports Tab:
Here is where we gather all the data that is inserted in the other tabs and let the user
create customised reports. The user can choose from many different options:
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What has been done, what is pending, all of them together, check only about one of the staff
trainings, etc.
There are 4 options of reports to choose and all of them have customisable settings:
-

Task Report.

-

Checklist Report.

-

Maintenance Report.

-

Training Report.

5.0.1 Test Scripts:
We did a few test scripts to test our program functionalities and if everything is working
correctly behind the scenes. Some of the data was added all through our system(besides the
login, as the program already needs an login in the database to be able to work), we compared
the input done through the system to the database data to check if everything was working
properly.

1st Test Script:
The first test script will test the Administrator tab, Employee Tab and Reports Tab.
-

Add 3 new employees to the system.

-

Delete one of the employees and update another.

-

Add 2 new trainings to the system and delete an older one.

-

Check if trainings and employees were added and if they are connected.

-

Show a report of all pending trainings for employees.

Results:
Employee table with already registered employees.
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Figure 101 - Employee manager window

Adding a new employee called John Smith. Another 2 (Amanda McDonald and Arthur
Morgan) were added but no screenshots were taken to not fill up the documentation with too
many images.

Figure 102 - Employee registration window

Added new employees to the table.
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Figure 103 - Employees added

We then deleted Amanda and modified John Smith email.

Figure 104 - Update employee window
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Figure 105 - Employee updated

Training Manager with already registered trainings:

Figure 106 - Training manager window

Two new trainings were added, one called JSA Q3 (SeaChange) and one for Fire Safety
(Virtual Academy). Only the last one was taken a screenshot.
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Figure 107 - Add training window

Figure 108 - Training manager

After that we deleted the JSA – Q2 from the table.:
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Figure 109 - Deletion of a training

Figure 110 - After deletion

Showing employees and training connected to each other (John Smith and Arthur Morgan), a
couple of Arthur’s training were modified to done so they will not show up on the final report
which will only show the pending trainings:
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Figure 111 - Pending training

Figure 112 - Pending and done

Creating a report on all pending trainings for all employees:
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Figure 113 – Training report generator

On the second page of the report, we can see the newly added employees and the pending
trainings. It does not show the ones that were modified to done as we selected only the pending
status.

Figure 114 - Report generated
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2nd Test Script:
The second test script will test the Checklist Tab and Reports Tab.
-

Add 2 new checklists.

-

Update two of the checklists in the system as done.

-

Alter one of the checklists to an earlier date so it resets in the “Update Status”
table.

-

Show a report of all pending weekly reports and one of late checklists.

Results:
Checklist Manager and Update Status before entering our 2 new checklists:

Figure 115 - Checklist manager

Figure 116 - Checklist update item window

Creating two new checklists (only one screenshot):
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Figure 117 - Checklist manager

Figure 118 - Add checklist item window
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The champion checklist was dated back as it was as done in the system, so it does not
show in the Update Status. Now it is supposed to show again, and because I changed
the date to a week before the system’s date it will show as a checklist that is “late”(it
passed its due date):

Figure 119 - Update task window

Figure 120 - Checklist manager window

This is the Checklist Report Generator, you besides checking what is pending you can
also check the late checklists and the ones that still need to be done for the day:
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Figure 121 - Checklist report generator

Report for all pending checklists:

Figure 122 - Checklist report generated - pending

Report for all late checklists:

Figure 123 - Late checklist items
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3rd Test Script:
The test script will test the Task Tab and Reports Tab.
-

Add 4 new tasks.

-

Update two of the tasks as done.

-

Generate three reports of all tasks: done, pending and all.

Results:
Task manager before adding the new tasks:

Figure 124 - Task manager window

Adding tasks:

Figure 125 - Add task window
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Task manager with 4 new tasks:

Figure 126 - Task manager window

Updating tasks:

Figure 127 - Update task window
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Updated tasks table:

Figure 128 - Update task window

Report Generator:

Figure 129 - Task report generator
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Pending Report:

Figure 130 - Task report - pending

Done Report:

Figure 131 - Task report - done tasks

All Report:

Figure 132 - Task report - Pending and done
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4th Test Script:
The last test script will test the Maintenance Tab:
-

Add 2 new contractors to the system one with an expired date and one with
regular date.

-

Close the program and check if it gives any warning when you restart it.

-

Update an expired contractor service to a newer date.

-

Print 3 reports: Expired, Done and All.

Results:
Contractor’s Manager without new entries:

Figure 133 - Maintenance manager

Adding an expired maintenance:
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Figure 134 - Add contractor window

Adding a regular maintenance:

Figure 135 - Adding contractor
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Checking the table with the new info:

Figure 136 - Contractor manager window

Closed the program and restarted it, we receive a warning that those companies services are
expired:

Figure 137 - Service expired warning
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Updating one of the expired services:

Figure 138 - Update contractors window

Expired Report:

Figure 139 - Expired services

Done Report:

Figure 140 - Services done
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All Report:

Figure 141 - All contractors report

5.1 User Testing
After our testing was done, we took our program to the shop so it could be tested by the
management team, which constitutes from 2 supervisors, the shop manager and the owner, as
they are the main users of the program. Our test subjects were:
•

Camila Oliveira – Supervisor.

•

Siti Bakri – Manager.

•

Alan Kealy – Shop Owner.
Three test scripts were created for them to follow through, we also measured the time

they took to perform the tasks and how successful it was. Before the tests began, we gave them
a brief explanation on how the program works and its functionalities. After that we performed
the testing.
5.1.0 Test Scripts
1st Test Script:
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The first test script is to add a new employee to the system, create a new training, check if the
training is added to the employee and print a report of which training needs to be done.
-

Enter the login: admin@admin.com password: admin.

-

Go to the administrator tab.

-

Click Add Employee Button.

-

Enter employee info.

-

Click register.

-

Go to the training tab.

-

Click Add training.

-

Select a training company and add new training.

-

Click Employee/Training.

-

Select the new employee, click enter, check if the training is there. Click Exit.

-

Go to the reports tab and select training report.

-

Click generate report.

2nd Test Script:
The second test script is to add a new contractor, add the last date that the maintenance was
done and add the next date. After that print the report for the all contractors/maintenance.
-

Click in the Maintenance tab.

-

Add Contractor.

-

Enter the contractor info, when the last service was done and when the next one is due.

-

Click add, and go to the Contractor Manager tab.

-

Update the dates for the other Contractor in the list and close the tab.

-

Go to the Reports tab, click in Maintenance record and Generate Report.
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3rd Test Script:
The third script is to add 4 new tasks, check the manager, mark a couple as done and then
generate the report.
-

Click in the tasks tab.

-

Add 4 new task, insert info of the new task and when is the due date for those tasks.

-

Go to the Task Manager and update 2 of the pending tasks to done and change the date
to when it was done.

-

Exit and go to the reports tab.

-

Click task reports and generate report.

5.1.1 Questionnaire:
1 – What did you think of the user interface?
2 – What did you think of the functionalities?
3 – Did you feel any difficulties to navigate the program?
4 – Do you think this program would help in the management routine of the shop?
5 – What do you think could be changed and/or improved?

5.1.2 Results:

Camila Oliveira:
1st Script: 4 min.
2nd Script: 2 min 30sec.
3rd Script: 3 min 20 sec.
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A1: It was very objective and easy to navigate. It is very organised and I didn’t get lost when
looking for the tabs and tasks.
A2: It works well as everything you need for the managing of H&S tasks is there and it is
easy to use.
A3: No, not really.
A4: Yes, it would make things easier and save a lot of time as you have all the information in
one place instead of a bunch of many folders.
A5: As I am a supervisor on the shop and I don’t deal with health and safety procedures
management I don’t know if there’s anything else that needs to be added or made better, the
only thing that I thought it should be different is how you select the date of birth of the
employee. It only let you select it, not write it. Besides that, I thought everything was good.
Observation: A much quicker explanation was given to her as she does not deal with the
H&S management, she does know how it works in general but not how it is organized.

Alan Kealy:
1st Script: 3 min.
2nd Script: 1 min 10 sec.
3rd Script: 2 min 45 sec.

A1: A: Easy to navigate.
A2: Detailed and efficient.
A3: No.
A4: Yes.
A5: Some of the icons and tabs could be colour coded. Images could be uploaded to the tasks
too.
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Observations: The tasks were done very quickly, but in the 3rd script as I checked later the
two tasks that were supposed to be changed from pending to done were not still as pending
even though the action was taken, that was a user mistake as the user needs to change it
manually. That is something that could be changed later in the prototype.

Siti Bakri:
1st: 4 min 40 sec. //Hiccup on the employee adding.
2nd: 1 min 15 sec.
3rd: 2 min 45 sec.

A1: Easy to see.
A2: Applicable to our environment/job.
A3: No, just needed a few minutes to understand how to use it.
A4: Yes.
A5: Color coded on the interface and alerts for a few of the functionalities.
Observations: She had a bit of a delay on the first script as something happened during the
adding of the employee, when she checked for the employee with the training it was not
there. I looked at the system console and nothing was sent to the database, so it was possibly
that the register but was not clicked and both of us didn’t see it. This issue has not happened
again in other tests.
5.2 Conclusion of Usability
In general, we had good feedback from the managing team of the shop and some great
observations about the program. The time for the users to realise the tasks were very close to
each other, none of them had any considerable difference if we take in consideration that two
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of the subjects (Alan and Camila) are not responsible for the frequent management of the
documentation.
None of them had difficulties when navigating the program and they all thought it was
easy to understand how to use it. Camila pointed out to us that the date of birth selection when
registering an employee cannot be written, you have to use the little selection menu, it was also
something that bothered the other two testers, we took it into consideration and will apply
changes to it.
The lack of colour coding of the program was also an issue to the testers as all icons
look very similar and there are only a few colours being used in the system. Alan also asked
about inserting images to the tasks, for example if a pipe is broken, we could upload a picture
of the pipe to that respective task in the system. We thought about it in the designing phase of
the program but we did not apply it as we were not sure where this could be used at the time,
but it is a great idea and could be used in the future.
Alerts were missing in the functionalities was something one of the testers observed.
We were using an older version of the system for the testing where we had not implemented a
few extra functionalities and corrected a few bugs. Siti asked us about adding alerts to the
maintenance if they are expired, we already had implemented it in a newer version which does
work correctly as it can be seen in the picture below.

Figure 142 - Main menu with a service expired warning
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5.3 Commercialisation/Marketing
As the project is already being done for a specific company, we would first try to test
the usability of the prototype and how it can be enhanced for a better experience. After that try
to scale to the owner’s other shop locations which have different environments and try to adapt
the program there. If the project proves successful, we will then expand and commercialise the
software to franchises across Dublin and Ireland.
If everything runs smoothly, we will direct our marketing to small retail companies in
Ireland. A lot of the owners of those companies know each other and could recommend us by
word of mouth. During this time, we would build a website to expand our name and put our
idea out there and try to register it for precaution, as it is a simple to create but useful concept.
Every shop could have it is own customised program where they can manage their H&S
documentation in different ways.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion

Knowing how complicated and hard to manage various types of documentation on
Health and Safety can be for a small company, our project showed that our idea of a
management software for that problem can be the solution. Creating a one stop shop for all that
documentation proves to be much easier than having to run every day through an absurd
amount of paper documents spread throughout the business. Even though it does not remove
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completely the paper documentation as they are a necessity for legal reasons, it did show how
it can make the management of all those papers much more bearable and less complicated.
Our prototype showed how this could be done through a series of menus where you can
manage trainings for the employees, check if all maintenances routines are in order, control
what needs to be fixed around the shop and see which checklist runs need to be done during
your week. All of this information is translated into easy to read and customisable reports for
the management team to take decisions on what needs priority, what needs to be fixed, issues
that need to be changed and even remember things that could have been forgotten in midst of
the daily chaos that is a small retail business.
Testing our prototype with the management staff proved to be a success as we showed
them how our software would work and how it could help. We were received with great
feedback from the staff and the owner of the shop which proved that the project can really be
used by the management team to improve the performance of the shop and help with these
tasks.
A few things could not be implemented during the project as we focused more on the
system main functionalities which involved mostly the management of the documentation and
a friendly user interface that does not make the user work harder. These functionalities could
be implemented later as we develop a full working software. Some of these were ideas that
came up during the development of the project, feedback from our supervisor and even ideas
from the shop management team:
-

We would like to implement backup of the data straight to a cloud service. This was in
the plans from the beginning, but we changed between being sent via email or hosted
by a cloud service. In the end it was scratched off completely.

-

Upload of pictures for a few of the functionalities.
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-

Transform it into a web service so it is not only locally accessible and could also make
it easier to scale up.

-

Create a better user interface, with colour codes and more customisable functionalities.
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Appendix A – Project Planning
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For most of our project we used the project planning above to monitor how was our
progress and if we were in schedule to finish all of our deliverables. We did have a few hiccups
along the way, especially with the COVID-19 situation where everyone was affected as we
could not meet in person to discuss about the project, work and college schedules changed
making it even harder. It was a bit hard to even talk online as our schedules were all changed,
and we were overloaded with assignments to compensate for the tests.
Most of these problems were assessed in our risk assessment table which we managed
to solve all of them, but a pandemic was not one of them. Even with all of these we were still
on schedule and did not have to re-plan our project or change any timelines. Most, if not all, of
our deadlines were met in time.
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Appendix B – Group Journal

We first started our project idea in the beginning of 2019 with an IT Deliveroo/Uber kind of
application in which people could call for individual people to provide IT support in their own
homes. We were not very happy with that idea as we started the second semester of 2019 and
we needed a good project idea that we could all agree on.

Henrique came back with the idea after having a meeting at work with a representant
from a health and safety advisor company, in which was brought up all types of documentation
and tasks that need to be followed by the company to be compliant with the law. As the days
passed, he realized that managing all those documents and tasks was much harder than it looked
like, it had many redundancies and a lot of paperwork. The idea was brought to the group to
create a type of task manager for the all those H&S procedures in which it would help the
efficiency of the management team in the shop.

We had the idea but did not know where to start, so after our project idea was reviewed
and approved and we were assigned our supervisor (Mark Morrissey), he helped us get on track
on what to do first, what we needed to prioritize and how our project would be different from
any other calendar, task managers and similar ideas in the market.
Researching about H&S procedures in retail and it’s difficulties was our first step to
understand how our application could help the company be more efficient and what the
functionalities of our app would be. When we talked to our supervisor, he advised us on
choosing the technologies we would build the app on and how to divide responsibilities within
our group.
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The responsibilities were divided according to our skills and what we were more
comfortable with. Anderson became our lead programmer, David was responsible for
designing the database and Henrique was responsible for the design of the program and its
functionalities and the contact with the company. All of us started contributing for the
documentation and research so we could finish the first semester with everything ready on time.

As the second semester started, documents were brought from the company so we could
base

our

design

and

functionalities

on,

they

can

be

seen

down

below:

Figure 144 and 145 – Weekly Health and Safety Checklist and Weekly Fire Warden Checklist
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Figure 146 – SAT Agenda

Figure 147 – Staff Training List

From these documents we started building our designs which can be seen on chapter 3.
We already had the most functionalities ideas ready but it was hard for Anderson and David to
understand them as they do not work in the company, so that helped understand how those
procedures and documentations work to be able to implement them in a concise manner to the
application.
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We started working in our parts, from diagrams, designing classes, how the GUI would
look like, trying different things to se if they worked until the first prototype skeleton of the
project was finished which we all agreed on that was a good start to start implementing the
functions and modify it to our taste.
Unfortunately that was around the time where the COVID-19 pandemic hit the entire
world and made things a little bit more complicated for all of us, as we all are essential workers
and we already had different schedules which were changed because of the situation. Also,
with that we had a wave of assignments as all our exams were cancelled and we could not meet
with each other. Even though the situation was not great it was a good learning experience on
how to work remotely and still manage to finish our project. As this situation had already been
assessed in our risk assessment part, we were prepared for these situations.
A few changes had to be done on some functionalities during the whole process, but
the main design was intact, and we had to tweak very few things. Testing went well and we
had good feedback from the Spar team, which made us feel very positive about our project.
We feel we accomplished all our main objectives and we could still improve the project
and ourselves if we continue working on it. Creating a project in a team is a great experience
on team building and a different experience than working only as an individual, it also taught
us on how to adapt to the many roadblocks that show up during a project like that.
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Appendix C – Individual Contribution - Henrique

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION REPORT
Henrique Atanasio Wegner – ID: 2017403

I came with the project idea at work when I was in a meeting with the representant of a
company (SeaChange) that advises our franchise on H&S procedures. They made me
responsible for most of all the control and procedures of that shop. I then realised it was a LOT
of paperwork and things to keep track of and it was very hard to make all staff compliant to all
these procedures if even I had trouble doing it by myself.
The project idea came from this necessity of managing all of this and the shop at the
same time. I gave a look on all documents that needed to be organises and came with a sketch
for how the program would look/work like. I brought the idea to the team and we all agreed on
it and thought it was a good idea as it could be used commercially.
I researched on how Health and Safety procedures effect a business in Ireland and
discovered that it impacts a lot in many areas. It can influence on how much a company will
pay in insurance, cause high risk in claims, accidents at work, increase workload and of course
it can tarnish the reputation of a business if a company is not compliant to the rigorous
procedures. Our application could reduce all of these in the business if done right.
I also did the risk management which is an essential part of any project in development.
I came with most of the risks, but I also asked for the opinion of my teammates and they came
back to me with a few other ones. Use case scenarios and diagrams were also my responsibility
together with sequence diagrams and checklist diagrams.
When designing the program, I did the initial design on how it would look like and how
the functionalities would work in it and during the implementation where things start to change,
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I helped with the redesign and changes that should be made to the program to make it work
better and be more user friendly.
The testing of the program (input/output) was made by me, to check if everything was
working properly and if anything needed to be changed. I also did the testing (including
questionnaires, timing, etc) with my co-workers and employer to get some outside feedback
from them and to check how the good the usability was. Some chapters and extra pieces were
also done by me closer to the end of the project (abstract, conclusion, acknowledgments and
some extra information added to the documentation).
The formatting of the final document was divided between me and Anderson, I
organised where everything needed to be and he organised the formatting (font, size,
references, etc).
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Appendix D – Individual Contribution - Anderson
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION REPORT
Anderson Oliveira Gomes – ID: 2017330

I researched the benefits of health and safety management and the disadvantages of not
having it. I think it is very important to highlight how important it is for the company and why
a system is needed. In all the sources I went through I only found benefits and based on my
research I wrote the introduction.
Henrique had already written the ‘PROBLEM AREA’, but I thought it was a good to
add a small introduction about the problem and how hard would be for a SPAR owner to keep
H&S management. So, I added some information to it.
I did the timeline of the project. I used TeamGantt which is a really good tool for Gantt
chart. All the tasks and milestones I got from Applied Technology Group Project Handbook,
Moodle and our supervisor.
I drew all the class diagrams, flowcharts, and most of the state diagrams. They show a
graphical representation of the many functions of the application. I researched on the database
design and I drew the conceptual and logical models for our database.
I did all the front-end of the application. I started with a simple Java project adding a
few external libraries, but later on I realized that we would need a lot of external libraries, so I
changed the project to Maven which is project management tool that allows the use of
dependencies. I added all the dependencies necessary for this project. I set up the GitHub
repository linking it with my Eclipse IDE, and I used it as a storage for all the code related to
the application. In total, we had 80 commits that show the growth of the application since the
very beginning. I did not have the knowledge to work with JavaFX and Jasper Reports, so I
researched and watched tutorials of how to implement and work with them.
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I wrote the implementation of the system. I detailed how the system was implemented
based on the system analysis and design. The frameworks, libraries, and tools that were
necessary to build this application. I described the design patterns that we used to make the
code more efficient. Also, the problems that we encountered building the application.
I worked with David who did the back-end of the application. I helped him to set up
the database. In the process of developing the application, I realized that a few extra tables
would be necessary to accommodate the application needs, then I added these tables in the
database schema that David had already created.
I did part of the formatting. I researched on fonts, fonts sizes, indention, spacing, etc. I
found some discrepancies among some authors and I used what I found common among them.
Henrique organized the sections of the document where they were supposed to be.
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Appendix E – Individual Contribution - David Carvalho
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION REPORT
David Carvalho– ID: 2017368

I started researching about the technologies we are going to need to approach the application
such as helpful platforms, IDE and java tools and features. I researched about what type of
database to use which at first was thought to be a good idea using PostgreSQL before Anderson
come to the great idea of using Hibernate tool so we could stick with MySQL which we are
already familiar to.

I also created a user story mapping in an online collaborative platform where our group
members could add new user stories organized by different sections and mark them as done as
each new function was implemented.

I did some tests on the application pointing errors and bugs for trouble shooting and did the
Software user manual containing all the steps to get start with the application, buttons and
sections description and a walk through showing how to use all the functions the application
provides.
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Appendix F– User Manual
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